sharing beautiful stories

AC C R E D I TAT I O N

Why leave everything to us.

Awarded BEST OF SINGAPORE

Our Director, Han has personally

For 4 running years, we have been

by SINGAPORE TATLER

directed over 11 years of weddings and

Grand Hyatt Singapore’s main

[VIDEOGRAPHY]

continues to craft out timeless creations

provider of customised 5K resolution

with he’s couples. We love referrals, so

wedding films, providing immersive

mentoring and selecting fine

experiences for thousands of guests

photographers and cinematographers for

before yours.
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Learn more here.

your wedding will always be a vital part
of our business. Only with his keen eye
for talent can we ensure that what we
promise is what you will get.

About us.

Learn more here.
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Featured on sg.asiatatler.com.

Featured on sg.asiatatler.com.

Featured on sg.asiatatler.com.

Featured on theweddingvowsg.com.

Producer and director of

Fascinated by filmmaking as a youth,

Decorate your venue with vibrant

Matt and I rewatch our wedding

AllureWeddings, Han, shares with us

Han, who prefers to go by one name,

blooms and experiment with lighting.

videos during our anniversary to

tips for choosing the right

would follow and assist his videographer

Go with fairy lights or exposed light

remind ourselves of the happiness we

videographer for your big day, the

father on assignments. The director of

bulbs, which will align with the theme

share together, and how magical love

current trends in wedding videography,

AllureWeddings went on to study visual

without losing the dreamy vibe. Their

is. To help you find your best wedding

and just what it takes to be a

communications before formally taking

combined effect can render even the

videographer in Singapore, we updated

videographer for such events.

his place behind the lens.

most monotonous or formal of spaces

our 2016 issue to bring you our latest

a warm vibe.

recommendations.
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Testimonials

Why leave everything to us.

We had the privilege to have Han as our

We engaged Han to do the march in trailer

Best photographer & videographer in

photographer for pre-wedding and actual

and he really made our dream wedding come

Singapore hands down! We engaged Han to

day. He has an amazing way to make you

through! We did the video in Coney Island

help with our New Zealand Prewedding shoot

feel at ease and knows your best angle ;) he

and ECP, Han is very patient and

(PWS) and actual day. He is extremely

is such an easy going friend/photographer

accommodating our request as well! From the

passionate about photography - I don’t know

that you’ll feel very comfortable with

sunrise shoot until cycling at Coney Island, he

how he does it but he is very good at

immediately. He knows how to get you out

knows the best spot to take good picture as

composing the shot to make sure that it looks

of your comfort zone and feel at ease in

well! He even recommended to do the “stop

perfect i.e making use of the light, wind etc.

front of the camera and it’s amazing when

motion effect” at the very last minute to

The overseas PWS was very tiring and taxing

you see the photos and footage he takes-

accommodate our request to include our

but Han made it so fun and enjoyable with his

you’ll wonder how he did it!!

excavator toys in action 😊

jokes and quirks, we really enjoyed our time
spent with him.

Read more here.

Read more here.

Read more here.

Our Signature Works

March-in Trailer (WATCH HERE)

SameDayEdit (WATCH HERE)

Movics (WATCH HERE)

Alluring 1 min* openers to amp up your

Captivating stories that encapsulates your

A panoramic looping backdrop, ideal for

Wedding Banquet. Our March-in Trailers

journey, even for lunch banquets! We take

setting a romantic and whimsical tone. If

are designed to seamlessly lead your guests

absolute pride in understanding your

you are tired of static photo montages of

eyes from the screen to your wedding isle.

wedding program and all the materials you

your PreWedding photos, these moving

have for us. Be it courtship, proposal or

images will be perfect for you.

awkward candid videos, just leave the
storytelling to us.

Ever wished for creative freedom?
Explore Unlimited Cinematography & Photography with our
ALLURE ALL-INCLUSIVE PLAN
$9,800

Unlimited PHOTOGRAPHY + CINEMATOGRAPHY coverage.
Unlimited PreWedding Photography & Cinematography with Director Han. YES!
This includes Destination PreWeddings too! Now you can travel however long you
wish.
One 12"by12" GalleryAlbum (photobook for either PreWedding or WeddingDay
Photos) of 40 pages with Unlimited Photos.
Unlimited Solemnisation and WeddingDay crew.
Unlimited Edited PreWedding Pictures.
Unlimited Video Edits from our ala carte selection.
All Unedited PreWedding Pictures returned in high resolution.
We’ve removed Early Call and Late Night fees too.

Speak with Han

We love PreWeddings
Here are our PreWedding Photography & Cinematography rates.
Local PreWeddings are usually customised into your WeddingDay
plans, based on your needs and budget.

LOCAL
2-hour Photography with Director Han + 20 Basic Edits

: $890

2-hour Cinematography with Director Han + March-in Trailer

: $990

DESTINATION
2 days Cinematography + Photography for Untravelled Destinations

: $1,000

2 days Cinematography + Photography for Travelled Destinations

: $1,800

V

Destination PreWeddings
2 DAYS CINEMATOGRAPHY + PHOTOGRAPHY with Director Han

TRAVELLED DESTINATIONS ~ $1,800

UNTRAVELLED DESTINATIONS ~ $1,000 only

Paris, Cappadocia, San Francisco, New Zealand [South], Perth, Istanbul,

Excludes all Travelled Destinations.

Sydney, Netherlands, Venice, Milan, Florence, Switzerland, Chamonix, Nepal

Excludes all of Asia [except Bhutan & Maldives].

Click here to our Destination Calendar page for an updated list and tag-along

Eligible only with WeddingDay signups.

options!

Select any 2:
(1) 20 Enhanced Photo Edits (preferred)
i.
ii.

Digital SaveTheDate Design with our Photos.
Return of Unedited Photos in HD. [Great for 5R Prints & HD Slideshows]

(2) March-in Trailer video (preferred)
(3) Movics [up to 10 moving still images]
(4) SaveTheDate video
Bonus with Actual Day signups
PreWedding Cutaways for SameDayEdit

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Clients are required to incur the following additional expenses. Subject to change, according to required itinerary.

Airfare
- 4-day duration from arrival to departure date
- 30kg or 2pcs checked-in baggage
- flights by Star Alliance members

Airfare
- 8-day duration from arrival to departure date
- 30kg or 2pcs checked-in baggage
- flights by Star Alliance members

Accommodation
- for 3 nights
- private room with lock

Accommodation
- for 7 nights
- private room with lock

Transportation
- transfers to and from accommodations
- for 4 days
- all related fees, expenses, fines

Transportation
- transfers to and from accommodations
- for 4 days
- all related fees, expenses, fines

General expenses
- NA -

General expenses (eg. food, beverages)
- up to S$100 (returnable) per day, for 4 days

Bride to bring at least 1 white wedding gown

Bride to bring at least 1 white wedding gown

What are your WeddingDay Plans?
PHOTOGRAPHY

CINEMATOGRAPHY

PHOTO + CINE

Full Day

2,090

2,290

4,090

Half Day

1,690

1,890

3,390

One Associate Photographer

Includes

One Associate Cinematographer

200 (Half Day) or
300 (Full Day) Edits Photos
Return of all Unedits

200 (Half Day) or
300 (Full Day) Edits Photos

SameDayEdit or WeddingSummary designed
by Director Han

SameDayEdit or WeddingSummary
designed by Director Han

Return of all Unedits

Return of all Unedits

Half Day : $600

WeddingDirector*
(optional)

Full Day : $1,000
* WeddingDirector explained on the next page.

Ala Carte
(Hourly Rates for
Photography or Cinematography)

One Associate Photographer +
One Associate Cinematographer

Director Han

Allure Associates

$300

$200

the WeddingDirector
Many of you are wondering what the role of our WeddingDirector is, and do you
really need one.
Is he a wedding planner, or maybe a coordinator?
Well the answer is ‘no’.
As the name suggests, a WeddingDirector directs the wedding. After documenting
more than 10 years of weddings, Han our director and founder, understood that the
most beautiful weddings are the most heartfelt, honest and present ones. There’s
nothing a beautiful backdrop or a stunning gown can do if your moods are not in
place. Bear with us, as this can be quite an arduous concept to digest in a few
paragraphs.

A WeddingDirector’s role is to keep the authenticity of your wedding as
uncompromised as it should be.
Firstly, an authentic wedding in our eyes would be a very ‘present’ one. One that is
not rushed through. When a moment of privacy with the bride can be appreciated
by her mother or her sister. When a father gazes at his daughter yearningly wishing
for another minute with her before reluctantly marrying her off. An authentic
wedding is also one that allows for real intimate moments for the couple, where
nothing is more important than 10 more seconds in your lover’s arms. These
glimpse are so subtle, it can be a tiny sigh or a second glance. One of our
WeddingDirector’s job is to place emphasis on such moments, and not let Time
push us forward or rush us through.

For many valid reasons, it is very common for couples to hire photographers and
videographers from different companies. But how well they work with each other is
usually not a factor worth considering when striking the best deals or hiring your
dream crew. There is a chance where they both badly want their shots, or neither of
them wanting to be responsible for say, bad traffic or weather. And if they are both
over-accommodating, you will likely end up repeating, posing and pausing for those
ceremonious occasions like the veiling of the bride, or a couple’s first-look.
Someone needs to maintain this balance on the fly without you worrying about your
photos and videos.
Now, the wedding party. These are usually really close friends or family members of
the couples. Couples also rely, dedicate or hope that their bridal party perform the
duties assigned to them. But more often than not, bridal parties are made up people
who want the best for the couple, but have little or no experience directing a
wedding. They don’t foresee potential hiccups, think that timekeeping is more
important than the bride’s private moment with her parents before they send her
away, or the success or their mission is more important than the authenticity of your
wedding. There were instances where gatecrashes got heated up to an
uncomfortable degree, or sisters flustering the bride at untimely moments. There’s
just too many examples of mishaps that could be avoided.
So, be it to reject that ‘last group photo’ with an awkward relative, prevent an
anxious bridesmaid from agitating the bride, or even designing an elaborate
program for entertaining your banquet guests, let Han share with you his years of
experience and guide you through your big day. From anxiety control, to harnessing
the raw emotions of every wedding, this is a fine line he threads on, and he’s grown
pretty good at it.
Half Day : $600
Full Day : $1,000

Happy to assist you.
Reach out to us today to avoid disappointments.
Chat with you soon!

Email us here

Whatsapp here

